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ABSTRACT Low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks are meant to be fundamental to closing the digital
divide, enabling newmarket opportunities and providing fifth-generation (5G) NewRadio (NR) connectivity
everywhere at any time. Despite the advantages of LEO deployments, these systems are characterized by a
high mobility and a challenging propagation channel that compromise several procedures of the current 5G
standards. One of the impacted areas is the radio mobility management, which is used to ensure continuous
and satisfactory service while users handover among cells. Current research shows that the measurement-
based 5G NR handover (HO) procedures, designed for terrestrial networks, fail to ensure optimal mobility
performance. In this work, we provide a mobility performance analysis through extensive system-level
simulations of state-of-the-art HO procedures for 5G NR over LEO satellite networks with Earth-moving
cells. Furthermore, this article presents a novel antenna gain-based HO solution for intra-satellite mobility
that exploits the predictability of the satellites movement and the antenna gain of the satellite beams, making
user equipment (UE)’s radio measurements obsolete. The system-level simulation results, which consider
users in rural and urban scenarios, show that by exploiting the known satellite’s trajectory, the UE eliminates
service failures and undesired HO events, maximises the time-of-stay in a cell and experiences improved
downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio. This article also includes a sensitivity study of the impact
on the mobility performance of satellite-specific and UE-specific errors such as the UE’s location error,
the satellite beam’s antenna radiation error and the satellite’s pointing error. Finally, the impact of the UE’s
mobility is analyzed.

19 INDEX TERMS 5G systems, new radio, LEO satellites, non-terrestrial networks, mobility, handover.

I. INTRODUCTION20

Internet has become something essential for society devel-21

opment and welfare, e.g. nowadays farmers need to be able22

to search for the best price to buy fertilizer and know when23

and where to sell their crops. Even though there has been24

an increase in Internet availability in recent years, a large25

percentage of the world’s population remains unconnected;26

according to [1], less than 64% of the population has Internet,27

which leaves 3 billion people offline. One of the main reasons28

for Internet access exclusion is the lack of available cellular29

infrastructure, especially in remote areas, where deploying30

fiber cable is not cost-effective.31

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Miguel López-Benítez .

Satellite technology aims to bridge the digital gap. By its 32

nature, not being geographically constrained, it is ideal 33

to deliver broadband connectivity to any location in the 34

globe. Tens of thousands of satellites have been pro- 35

posed to be deployed in low-Earth orbit (LEO) orbits - 36

i.e., altitudes between 500 km and 1500 km. The Starlink 37

constellation - backed by SpaceX - is currently authorized to 38

deploy 4408 LEO satellites while the company has already 39

launched more than 2000 and envisions to have approxi- 40

mately 30 000 spacecrafts in orbit [2]. OneWeb’s network, 41

in the process of being completed in 2022, is planned to 42

consist of 716 LEO satellites followed by a second phase with 43

6372 satellites [3]. Kuiper Systems, a subsidiary of Amazon, 44

announced in 2019 a LEO deployment of 3236 satellites 45

at altitudes between 590 km and 630 km [3]. Over the next 46
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decade, these three constellations alone envision to comprise47

more than 40 000 satellite systems into LEO, enabling a new48

time of space-based broadband services.49

This new space race, driven by private companies, and the50

growth of demand for broadband services [1] have fueled51

the development of standards for non-terrestrial network52

(NTN) systems. Initially defined by the 3rd generation part-53

nership project (3GPP) in [4], NTN aims to complement54

terrestrial networks (TNs) providing fifth generation (5G)55

and future sixth generation (6G) connectivity to unconnected56

areas through, among other systems, LEO satellites. Not57

limited only to provide connectivity in remote areas, NTN58

seeks to efficiently ensure 5G service availability anytime,59

anywhere, e.g. for critical communications in case of disaster60

and emergency, maritime communications and passengers on61

board of planes.62

In contrast with geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) systems,63

LEO satellites feature high mobility but also reduced path64

loss, shorter transmission delays and lower production and65

launch costs. These systems operate in a revolving network at66

approximately 7.8 km/s relative to the Earth; at this speed a67

satellite circles the Earth in around 90min. The movement of68

LEO satellites and thus signals from the radio access network69

(RAN) nodes leads to several issues. While in TN the RAN70

nodes are fixed, in LEO satellite networks, these nodes are71

constantly moving and triggering a high number of mobility72

events. Though the frequency of mobility events triggered by73

the satellite network will depend on the cell size - from 50 km74

to several hundreds of kilometers [5] -, the increment of these75

events might lead to an increase of the signalling overhead76

and potential service failures.77

The target of connected-state mobility procedures is to78

ensure that the UE does not experience noticeable interrup-79

tion or degradation of the service as it changes connection80

from one cell to the next one. The mobility procedure that81

must guarantee this is known as handover (HO). Despite82

the advantages mentioned above, enabling 5G New Radio83

(NR) access over LEO satellite networks implies important84

challenges for the HO procedure. Some of those challenges85

include high HO frequency rate - which increases the control86

signalling between the UE and the network (NW) -, long87

communication distances - which impact path loss, signal88

strength variation and propagation delays - and multiple89

high-gain beams radiated from the same satellite - which90

increases the downlink (DL) interference experienced by the91

UE. A well-designed HO procedure is required to overcome92

these mobility challenges and to guarantee service continuity.93

A. RELATED WORK94

There are research works in the literature addressing the topic95

of the HO over LEO satellite networks since the 1990s, which96

were motivated by the appearance of non-geostationary satel-97

lite projects such as Iridium and Globalstar constellations [6],98

[7]. These projects failed since they were not economically99

viable, launch costs were too high and hardware and software100

technologies were not mature enough.101

In recent years, many companies have renewed the interest 102

of providing ubiquitous Internet from space. A large body of 103

investigations appeared after Starlink and OneWeb projects 104

materialized and after the 3GPP reported in Release-15 the 105

study to integrate satellite systems [4]. In [8], the authors 106

proposed an inter-satellite HO strategy based on the potential 107

game theory to reduce the average number of HO events and 108

balance the constellation NW load. To reduce the HO delay 109

and signalling cost, in [9], different HO procedures were pro- 110

posed for a multi-layer network architecture which included 111

GEO satellites, high altitude platform systems (HAPS) and 112

terrestrial relay nodes. In [10], the authors focused on the 113

inter-satellite HO for massive user terminals in mega-LEO 114

constellations to maximize the quality of experience by 115

establishing a HO model based on network-flows. A user- 116

centric HO scheme for ultra-dense LEO satellite networks 117

was proposed in [11]. The authors presented a solution to 118

buffer user’s downlink data in multiple satellites simulta- 119

neously to permit the terrestrial users to realize seamless 120

HO and to address the frequent HO problem. In [12], the 121

authors presented a reinforcement learning scheme where 122

UEs make decisions autonomously to optimize the long-term 123

throughput, meanwhile avoiding frequent HO events among 124

non-terrestrial base stations. The above-mentioned proposals 125

address approaches to optimize the HO over NTN, mainly 126

focusing on the HO frequency problem. However, to the best 127

of our knowledge, none of the works in the past literature 128

considered 5G NR technology over NTN complying with the 129

3GPP specifications. 130

Based on the 3GPP technical reports [4] and [5] for 131

Release-15 and Release-16, respectively, in [13] we demon- 132

strated through system-level simulations that the conven- 133

tional UE-assisted NW-controlled 5G NR HO - used in TNs 134

and referred in this article as baseline HO (BHO) - cannot 135

ensure robust service continuity in 5G LEO satellite networks 136

with Earth-moving cells (EMC). Users experience frequent 137

service outages due to a HO that is initiated too late when 138

the serving cell radio link is already too weak to com- 139

plete the HO process. Under the same scenario, we reported 140

in [14] a mobility performance study of the Release-16 141

conditional HO (CHO) which accomplishes to eliminate the 142

service failures due to an earlier HO initiation. However, 143

the analysis showed a 60% increase of unnecessary HO 144

(UHO) events, as compared with the BHO procedure. Both 145

mobility procedures, meant for TNs, strongly rely on UE’s 146

radio measurements. The 3GPP suggested in [5] considering 147

additional triggering criteria based on satellite’s trajectory 148

and UE’s location to enhance mobility performance. In [15], 149

we proposed the location-basedHO triggering (LHT) event to 150

exploit the distance information given by UE’s location and 151

knowledge of satellite’s trajectory. Extensive system-level 152

simulation results proved that the LHT event reduces the 153

signalling overhead, eliminates the service failures and max- 154

imises the time-of-stay (ToS) in a cell. The best mobility 155

performance was achieved by the CHO procedure configured 156

to use the LHT event; here referred as location-based CHO 157
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(LCHO) procedure. Despite these works considered 5G NR158

over LEO satellite networks under 3GPP-compliant assump-159

tions, these HO solutions were only analyzed with users in160

a rural environment, where radio propagation conditions are161

more favourable than in urban scenarios due to low and162

scattered buildings. Furthermore, these HO procedures are163

based on the reporting of the UE’s radio measurements to the164

NW. Due to UE’s radio measurement inaccuracy, this may165

lead to wrong HO decisions that increase the signalling over-166

head, which ultimately may compromise the UE’s mobility167

performance.168

B. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS169

The motivation behind this work stems from the lack of170

suitable HO solutions to support the development of 5G NR171

over LEO satellite networks and the need for system-level172

simulation results to support such solutions. Furthermore,173

the publicly available works in the literature that meet the174

latter only address users in rural scenarios. Overall, the novel175

contributions of this article cover several gaps of the literature176

and are summarized as follows:177

• Discuss the state-of-the-art HO procedures to support178

5G LEO satellite networks and the mobility challenges179

that these procedures shall overcome.180

• Propose a novel fully NW-controlled antenna gain-181

based HO (AGHO) solution for intra-satellite mobility182

that uses the UE’s location, the antenna gain (AG) of183

the satellite beams and the known satellite’s trajectory184

to avoid UE’s radio measurements.185

• Based on extensive system-level simulations, provide186

mobility performance analysis and comparison of the187

BHO, the CHO, the LCHO and the AGHO over 5G188

LEO satellite networks for users in rural and urban189

scenarios.190

• Provide a sensitivity study that evaluates the mobility191

performance impact of UE-specific and satellite-specific192

errors on the LCHO and the AGHO solutions. The study193

considers the following sources of error: i) satellite beam194

antenna radiation, ii) satellite beam antenna steerability195

and iii) UE’s location.196

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II197

describes the reference scenario and the main aspects impact-198

ing the HO procedure in LEO satellite networks. Further-199

more, the section provides a comparison between terrestrial200

and LEO deployments, while it identifies the main limita-201

tions of measurement-based HO procedures. In Section III,202

the HO enhancements analysed in this work are explained203

and compared. The simulation methodology and results from204

system-level simulation campaigns are then provided in205

Section IV together with the definition of the key perfor-206

mance indicators (KPIs) used to evaluate the mobility perfor-207

mance of the different HO procedures. Finally, we draw the208

conclusions of this investigation and formulate recommenda-209

tions for future research in Section V.210

II. CONNECTED-MODE MOBILITY IN LEO SATELLITE 211

NETWORKS 212

This section first describes the reference scenario, then the 213

main challenges and limitations of the HO procedure over 214

LEO satellite networks are introduced. Finally, the section 215

includes a discussion on the ongoing NTN standardization 216

activities. 217

A. REFERENCE SCENARIO 218

Fig. 1 depicts the studied reference scenario where a LEO 219

satellite network, at an altitude of 600 km, provides 5G NR 220

coverage to a sparse number of users on the ground. Satellite 221

systems operate as RAN nodes that through multiple satellite 222

high-gain beams enable NR cells on the ground with a foot- 223

print diameter of 50 km. In NTN specifications, Earth-fixed 224

cells (EFC) and EMC are considered. The former entails that 225

the satellite continuously adjusts the satellite beam pointing 226

direction to fix the NR cell to a specific location on the 227

Earth during a certain time period, while the latter option 228

entails the satellite beam pointing direction is fixed and thus 229

the beam footprint (i.e. NR cell) is moving on Earth. This 230

study is carried out considering EMC, which entails highly 231

mobile cells that will cause very frequent HO events. Fig. 1 232

aims to illustrate this phenomenon where stationary users 233

continuously change serving cell due to cells movement, i.e. 234

frequent HO events. These events can occur among cells from 235

the same satellite, i.e. intra-satellite mobility, and among cells 236

from different satellites, i.e. inter-satellite mobility. 237

As mentioned before, the connected-state mobility proce- 238

dure that ensures users switching cells without noticeable 239

service interruption is the HO procedure. The conventional 240

HO procedure used in TNs (i.e. BHO) is based on specific 241

reference radio signals measured by the UE, that are reported 242

to the NW when a certain measurement-based condition is 243

met. In this work, the BHO procedure uses the common 244

measurement-based HO triggering (MHT) event known as 245

NR A3 event, which is triggered when the signal strength 246

of target cell T becomes HO margin (HOM) dB stronger 247

than the signal strength of serving cell S for a certain time 248

called time-to-trigger (TTT). A simplified NR A3 event is 249

given in (1) , where PS (t) and PT (t) are the reference signal 250

received power (RSRP)measurements (in dBm) from serving 251

cell S and target cell T , respectively. Further details of the NR 252

measurement events can be found in [17]. 253

PT (t) > PS (t)+ HOM [dBm] (1) 254

Once the above condition is met, the UE sends the mea- 255

surement report (MR) to the NW via the serving cell. Based 256

on the UE’s radio measurements contained in the MR, the 257

NW determines whether the target cell is appropriate to 258

access and it commands the UE to initiate the HO towards 259

that cell. 260

As mentioned above, the main goal of the HO procedure is 261

to guarantee service continuity and, hence, ensure adequate 262
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FIGURE 1. LEO satellites as radio access network nodes providing 5G NR service to users on the ground.

user’s experience. In LEO satellite networks, the UE’s mobil-263

ity performance is mainly challenged by satellites moving at264

high speed and altitude, which might lead to a malfunctioning265

of the measurement-based NRHO procedures. The following266

section explains the characteristics of the reference scenario267

and the mobility challenges to overcome in order to design268

new HO solutions.269

B. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS270

Below, themain physical differences between a typical terres-271

trial rural macro deployment and the reference scenario are272

described. Table 1 provides a summary of this comparison to273

support the explanation.274

The NR HO procedures were designed to efficiently work275

in terrestrial deployments, where RAN nodes are fixed at276

altitudes of tens of meters, wireless communication distances277

are typically shorter than a few kilometers andmobility events278

are mainly triggered by the UE’s mobility. The character-279

istics of LEO satellite networks are completely different.280

The reference scenario is characterized by LEO satellites281

constantly moving at an altitude of 600 km, where mobility282

events aremainly caused by themovement of satellites as they283

move much faster than UEs on the ground, approximately284

7.8 km/s relative to the Earth (i.e. 28 000 km/h). While the285

5G standard supports a maximum distance of 100 km, in LEO286

deployments the communication distances can escalate up to287

hundreds or thousands of kilometers. As Table 1 shows, in the288

reference scenario the maximum communication distance289

TABLE 1. Main diifferences between the default values of the
3GPP-specific rural macro deployment in [16] and the reference LEO
satellites network evaluated in this work.

can be up to 610 km for a 79.8◦ elevation angle, as compared 290

with the 10 km maximum distance of the rural macro deploy- 291

ment. Such increase in distance involves also an increase of 292

the signal propagation delay; 0.03 s vs. 2ms. Note that LEO 293

satellite communications feature a propagation delay longer 294

than a transmission slot. 295

1) LOW RSRP VARIATION AND UE MEASUREMENT ERROR 296

An important factor to consider is the RSRP variation in a 297

cell. In TNs, there is a clear difference between the RSRP 298
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FIGURE 2. Time trace of the RSRP measured by a UE when it is connected
to a LEO satellite. There is limited RSRP variation experienced between
cell centre and cell edge.

measured at cell centre and at cell edge. Considering the rural299

case in Table 1, the communication distance ranges from a300

few tens of meters (i.e. cell centre) up to 10 km (i.e. cell edge).301

Due to the logarithmic behaviour of radio signals attenua-302

tion, the maximum distance difference results in variations of303

some tens of dBs. This effect is not as pronounced in LEO304

satellite networks, where the distance between transmitter305

and receiver is orders of magnitude greater, regardless of306

the UE’s location within the cell. The satellite-user distance307

can be more than 10 times longer than the cell size. In our308

reference scenario, the AG of the satellite beams is the main309

element that introduces changes in the RSRP. This is because310

the satellite-user distance changes from 600 km at cell centre311

to 600.5 km at cell edge (for a UE being served by the312

central satellite beam), which entails hardly any change in313

the free-space path loss, i.e. 154.03 dB vs. 154.04 dB.314

Apart from the low RSRP variation, UEs have associated315

a certain measurement error. The 3GPP specifies in [18] a316

relative RSRP accuracy requirement of ±2 dB to be met at317

the input of the UE’s L3 filter. The combination of these318

two aspects can challenge UEs to correctly distinguish the319

appropriate target cell to handover to. In Fig. 2, we depict the320

RSRP measured by a UE when using the BHO procedure.321

There is amaximumRSRP variation of 3 dB, where the RSRP322

ranges from −108 dBm at cell centre to −111 dBm at cell323

edge. It can be also observed that for some cells the RSRP324

range is even lower, i.e. approximately −110 to −111 dBm.325

The figure also shows the impact of the UE’s measurement326

error. Especially in those instants when the UE is in between327

two cells, the UE cannot complete the HO at the optimal328

instant (e.g. t = 19 s and t = 20 s) or it handovers towards329

the wrong target cell (e.g. t=11 s).330

2) HIGH HO FREQUENCY AND UNNECESSARY HO EVENTS331

The high frequency of HO events caused by the movement of332

LEO satellites is more significant in EMC-based networks.333

For the scenario under study, the best achievable HO rate is334

an average of approximately 0.2HO/UE/s. Ergo, the NW335

should handle per UE roughly a HO every 5 s. The low RSRP336

range combined with the UE measurement error may further337

increase the HO rate due to wrong HO decisions. If the338

number of UHO events significantly increases, the mobility 339

performance and the user experience can be compromised. 340

In [15], we discussed that HO procedures only based 341

on UE’s radio measurements may limit the mobility per- 342

formance and increase the number of HO events towards 343

sub-optimal target cells. Fig. 3 exemplifies some of the limita- 344

tions of these procedures. The figure shows three snapshots of 345

a scenario where a stationary UE (red triangle) is surrounded 346

by three Earth-moving cells: cell A, cell B and cell C. The 347

satellite beams radiate the cells on the ground with a circular 348

shape. The radio coverage of the cells is depicted as an 349

hexagon due to cells overlapping; this produces areas of a few 350

kilometers where UEs detect similar RSRP from serving cell 351

and neighbouring cells. The figure also includes time-traces 352

of the RSRP variations with regards to the UE’s location 353

within the cell. In Fig. 3a, the UE is connected to cell A and 354

located near the cell centre of cell A. As cells move from 355

left to right due to satellite’s movement, the radio coverage 356

edge of cell A approaches the UE. Fig. 3b shows the UE 357

in cell-edge conditions and located between the three cells. 358

While the UE is in this area, it may continuously trigger 359

measurement-based HO events due to the UE’s measurement 360

error and the low RSRP variation among cells. In order to 361

minimize the HO rate and maximise the stay in each cell, it is 362

optimal that the UE stays connected to cell A until it is close 363

enough to handover towards cell B. However, the UE may 364

connect to cell C, causing three undesired events: 365

• Cell A→Cell C→Cell B. Once the UE handovers from 366

cell A to cell C, it may immediately handover to cell B. 367

This results in an UHO event because it increases the 368

signalling and makes a sub-optimal use of the available 369

resources. 370

• Cell A→Cell C→Cell A. As in the previous case, the 371

UE can handover back to cell A to immediately handover 372

towards cell B. 373

• Cell A→Cell C→RLF. After handovering from cell A 374

to cell C, the UE may attempt to handover from cell C to 375

cell B when is too late and then the UE declares a radio 376

link failure (RLF) and goes into idle-mode. If the UE 377

does not execute the HO timely, the serving radio link 378

becomes too weak because the cell moves away and the 379

UE cannot communicate with the serving cell to initiate 380

the HO (see Fig. 3c). 381

These cases are undesired and avoidable events since they 382

increase the signalling overhead and the UE’s energy con- 383

sumption, lead to longer service interruptions and degrade the 384

overall user experience. 385

3) LOW DL SINR 386

Especially when cells are deployed with a frequency 387

reuse 1 (FR1) scheme (i.e. all cells use the same frequency 388

resources), UEs can experience poor downlink signal-to- 389

interference-plus-noise ratio (DL SINR) conditions when 390

using the BHO procedure. Fig. 4 shows some of the issues of 391

using this HO procedure to motivate the proposal of new HO 392
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FIGURE 3. Scenario that depicts the detected RSRP over time for a UE being covered by Earth-moving cells.

solutions. The DL SINR traces correspond to a UE impacted393

by a high DL interference as a result of a single satellite394

radiating multiple NR cells on the ground. The UE, which is395

randomly selected, is configured with the BHO under three396

sets of HO control parameters, i.e. HOM and TTT. The397

optimal HO is also included as an upper-bound of the achiev-398

able DL SINR performance (Section IV-D includes further399

details). None of the traces show values above 1 dB. The best400

DL SINR performance is achievedwhen theUE is configured401

with HOM=0 dB and TTT=0 s. However, this HO configu-402

ration increases the number of UHO events (e.g. t = 12 s).403

In [14] we discussed that measurement-based HO proce-404

dures are limited by such trade-off; improving the DL SINR405

entails an increase of UHO events. Note that the two other406

HO configurations present DL SINR values below −10 dB.407

These low values are a consequence of the inability of the408

BHO procedure to avoid RLFs, which strongly depend on409

the radio link quality experienced by the UE. Therefore, the410

BHO procedure is limited by a low DL SINR that increases411

RLFs, compromising the service continuity. Furthermore, the412

HO configuration that improves the DL SINR performance,413

increases the undesired HOs events.414

As discussed above, the BHO procedure was designed to415

function in terrestrial scenarios, the physical characteristics416

of which are quite different from LEO deployments (see417

Table 1). These differences might cause a poor UE’s mobil-418

ity performance when using the BHO procedure. The key419

issues to address in order to design new HO solutions are420

summarized in the following points:421

• RSRP. UEs detect RSRP from serving and neighbouring422

cells only within a 3 dB margin. If the HO procedure is423

purely based on UE’s radio measurement, the low RSRP424

variation together with the UE’s measurement error may425

cause to handover towards the wrong target cell.426

FIGURE 4. Downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (DL SINR) as
a function of time, experienced by a UE connected through a LEO satellite
network. The UE is configured with the baseline HO (BHO) procedure
under three HO configurations plus an optimized SINR-based HO
procedure (upper-bound reference).

• HO frequency. The movement of LEO satellites causes a 427

high number of HO events. We aim to minimize the HO 428

rate and maximize the time spent in each cell because an 429

excess of signalling overhead and measurement report- 430

ing can compromise the mobility performance and the 431

user experience. 432

• DL SINR. Serving radio link quality is limited by a 433

strong DL interference from neighbouring cells. This 434

not only impacts the throughput but also the mobility 435

performance if DL SINR falls below a certain threshold, 436

which might cause a RLF. 437

C. RELATED STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES 438

The 3GPP concluded a study item on NR NTN for 439

Release-16. The outcome, including recommendations on 440

future work, is provided in the technical report [5]. The target 441

was to study the support of 5G NR to users on Earth through 442

GEO, medium-Earth orbit (MEO) and LEO satellites and 443
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HAPS. Each platform may implement multiple beams as NR444

cells. Among other architecture specifications, two types of445

payload were accounted: transparent and regenerative. The446

latter implies an NTN platform, e.g. LEO satellite, acting as447

a base station while the former entails a platform as a relay448

node for base stations on Earth.449

In Release-17, the 3GPP introduced for the first time the450

satellite technology as part of the 5G specifications. The451

work item in [19] defined the required changes to enable452

basic operations of NR over NTN in FR1. The main chal-453

lenges addressed are related to the mobility of the satel-454

lites since they introduce frequent changes of serving node455

and high time and frequency drifts. The work done by the456

3GPP focused on GEO and LEO network scenarios with457

transparent payload, EFC and EMC configurations and UE458

with global navigation satellite system (GNSS) capabilities.459

Using its own position and the NTN ephemeris, a UE could460

pre-compensate the Doppler frequency shift, calculate the461

propagation delay variation between UE and satellite to esti-462

mate the full timing advance and benefit from location-based463

mobility procedures. The CHO procedure was agreed as a464

mobility procedure for NTN and could include new triggering465

criteria based on cells location and timing. Even thoughmany466

companies in the 3GPP proposed mobility enhancements for467

the CHO based on location and time conditions, there were468

no system-level simulation results on concrete enhancements469

to support the discussions.470

At the time of writing, 3GPP is investigating enhancements471

to support NR operations over NTN in the context of Release-472

18. The new work item [20], started in May of 2022, will473

support new deployments in frequency bands above 10GHz,474

enhance coverage for handset terminals with NW-verifiedUE475

location and addressmobility and service continuity improve-476

ments for TN-NTN and NTN-NTN scenarios.477

III. ANALYSED HO ENHANCEMENTS478

This section describes three HO enhancements compared to479

BHO procedure in Section II-A: i) the CHO, ii) the LCHO480

and iii) the AGHO. Mobility performance evaluations of the481

CHO and the LCHO procedures are available in [14] and [15]482

but only for users in rural environments. This work includes483

a study of the novel AGHO procedure as a fully-network484

controlled HO strategy based on the estimated AG of the485

serving and target satellite beams.486

A. RELEASE-16 CONDITIONAL HO487

In Release-16, the 3GPP specified the CHO procedure to488

improve the mobility robustness in terrestrial deployments.489

On this basis, our work in [14] demonstrated that the CHO490

enhances the UE’s mobility performance in LEO-based NTN491

by reducing the risk of RLF at the expense of increasing UHO492

events.493

The CHO ensures a robust mobility by preparing the HO494

in advance (with regard to the BHO). The principal differ-495

ence is that the CHO decouples preparation and execution496

phases by configuring the UE with up to two triggering event497

conditions per candidate target cell. The first condition, also 498

called preparation condition, is used by the UE to send the 499

MR to the NW. This condition is triggered early enough to 500

allow the network to reach the UE when the serving cell 501

radio link is still under favourable conditions. The second 502

condition, or execution condition, delays the HO execution 503

and it is used by theUE to initiate the access towards the target 504

cell when the target cell radio link becomes sufficiently good. 505

These two conditions are based on UE’s radio measurements. 506

The specification permits to configure different measure- 507

ments quantities for each of the conditions such as RSRP 508

and reference signal received quality (RSRQ). Furthermore, 509

the CHO may use different NR measurement events such as 510

the NR A3 event, i.e. target cell becomes offset better than 511

serving cell (see Section II-A), and Event A5, i.e. serving cell 512

becomes worse than threshold one and target cell becomes 513

better than threshold two. 514

Fig. 5 illustrates the operational steps of the CHO pro- 515

cedure according to 3GPP specifications. In Step 1, once 516

the first NR measurement event condition is fulfilled, the 517

UE sends a MR to the serving cell with DL measurement 518

details of the surrounding cells. The serving cell asks for 519

HO preparation to the selected target cell(s) (Step 2-6). The 520

specification allows the preparation of up to eight target cells. 521

For the sake of simplicity, Fig. 5 shows only one target cell. 522

The serving cell sends the CHO command comprising the 523

radio resource control (RRC) reconfiguration information as 524

well as the execution conditions for the prepared target cell(s) 525

(Step 7). The execution conditions are set by the serving 526

cell while the target cells provide the CHO command with 527

the specific cell configuration. After reception of the CHO 528

command, the UE does not immediately initiate the access 529

to the target cell but evaluates the CHO execution condition 530

(Step 8). Unlike BHO, the UE in Step 8 continues exchanging 531

data with the serving cell until a target cell radio signal meets 532

the CHO execution condition (Step 9). After Step 9, the UE 533

executes the HO to access the target cell and the procedure 534

follows as in the BHO. Fig. 5 shows a simplified signalling 535

of the random access procedure and the HO completion since 536

these are not part of the main focus of this paper. Further 537

details about the CHO can be found in [21] and [17]. 538

The main characteristics of the CHO procedure can be 539

summarized as follows: 540

• Decoupled HO preparation and HO execution phases. 541

This enables an earlier HO initiation when the serving 542

cell radio link is in good conditions and delays the 543

execution of the HO towards the target cell when the 544

target cell radio link is strong enough. 545

• Up to two HO triggering conditions purely based on 546

UE’s radio measurements. CHO introduces preparation 547

and execution event conditions. These events purely 548

rely on radio measurements, which can limit the UE’s 549

mobility performance due to the reasons exposed in 550

Section II-B. 551

• Reduced risk of service failure but increased signalling 552

overhead and measurement reporting. An earlier HO 553
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FIGURE 5. Operational steps of the conditional HO (CHO) procedure,
including the preparation and the execution conditions.

initiation means a more reactive HO procedure which554

reduces the probability of RLF declaration but it also555

increases the amount of UHO events if target cells are556

not carefully selected.557

B. LOCATION-BASED CHO558

The BHO and the CHO procedures rely only on UE’s radio559

measurements because of simplicity and effectiveness in560

TNs. However, in [14], we highlighted the existence of a561

trade-off between DL SINR and UHO events: DL SINR can-562

not be improved without increasing the signalling overhead563

and measurement reporting, which limits the stay in a cell564

and degrades the user experience.565

LEO satellite systems follow orbits that are deterministic.566

The predictability of satellites movement implies that NW567

and/or UE may predict the cells radio coverage and exploit568

that information to optimize the HO procedure. Based on569

this principle and motivated by the discussions in [5], our570

work in [15] presented the LHT event, which is a novel HO571

triggering event that takes advantage of the cells location and572

UE’s location.573

The procedure starts with the NW broadcasting the centre574

locations of the moving cells. Note that in NTN, it is assumed575

that i) the NW has knowledge of the satellite ephemeris576

information (i.e. positions of the satellites and their orbits)577

and ii) the UE is aware of its own location. The UE period-578

ically collects the satellite ephemeris broadcast by the NW579

and, together with its GNSS-based location, determines the580

changes of the UE-cell centre distances. This information581

is captured in a location-based offset, 8S,T (t), which is582

introduced in the NR measurement events to enhance the583

HO triggering process. In [15], it is proposed the following584

modification of the NR A3 event in (1) :585

PT (t) > PS (t)+ HOM+8S,T (t) [dBm] (2)586

where8S,T (t) is the location-based offset (in dB) for the cell- 587

pair S-T . 588

δS (t) = dS (t)− dS (t-τ ) [m] (3) 589

δT (t) = dT (t)− dT (t-τ ) [m] (4) 590

9S,T (t) =
δT (t)
δS (t)

[dB] (5) 591

In a similar manner to DL measurements, the UE uses 592

the location information provided by the NW to calculate 593

distance UE-cell S’ centre (dS ) and distance UE-cell T ’s 594

centre (dT ) at periodic intervals τ . In (3) and (4) , the 595

parameters δS and δT are calculated to capture the movement 596

direction of cells S and T . A positive value of δS denotes 597

that cell S is moving away from the UE, while a negative 598

sign indicates that cell S is approaching the UE. The cells 599

movement information given by (3) and (4) is combined to 600

obtain the cell-pair S-T ratio 9S,T , shown in (5) . 601

8S,T (t)=


9S,T (t) if 1S>0 and dS>γS

and dT <γT
2P otherwise

[dB] (6) 602

The full definition of the location-based offset8S,T , given 603

in (6) , includes the parameters γS , γT and 2P. The purpose 604

of 9S,T is to leverage cells movement and prompt the HO 605

towards those cells approaching the UE. In [15], this aspect 606

is referred to as a reward strategy and it takes effect when 607

1S is positive - i.e. serving cell S is moving away - and the 608

UE is at the geometrical edge of cell S. Distances dS and dT 609

are evaluated against thresholds γS and γT . The value of γS 610

is equal to half of the inter-site distance (ISD) and γT is used 611

to prevent UHO events to distant target cells, which can be 612

triggered due to antenna side-lobes when only using UE’s 613

radio measurements. 614

Furthermore, (6) includes the constant 2P to penalize 615

those candidate target cells that do not meet the conditions 616

imposed by 1S , γS and γT . 617

According to [15], the LHT event successfully captures 618

the movement of the cells to filter undesired target cells 619

and direct the UE towards the optimal target cells. However, 620

UE’s radio measurements are still used to detect the appro- 621

priate time for the HO. In [15], BHO and CHO procedures 622

are analysed under three schemes of the LHT event, which 623

depend on the values of8S,T and2P. These schemes aim to 624

reward, penalize or both, reward and penalize, the candidate 625

target cells. For this study we use the reported configuration 626

achieving best mobility performance, which corresponds to 627

the CHO procedure set with the penalty scheme. We refer to 628

this configuration as the LCHO procedure. 629

Fig. 6 shows the operational steps to initiate the LCHO 630

procedure. The UE not only measures reference radio signals 631

but also periodically calculates the distances UE-Cell centre 632

using its location and the location of the cells. Once a target 633

cell fulfils the criteria in (6) , the UE sends the MR to the 634

NW to initiate the HO preparation. 635
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FIGURE 6. Triggering of the measurement report or access to the target
cell when using the location-based CHO (LCHO) procedure.

The most important features of the LCHO procedure, cap-636

tured in [15], are listed below:637

• Enhances the mobility performance of the CHO pro-638

cedure. The LCHO accomplishes to eliminate service639

failures and UHO events and maximises the time in each640

cell. Thus, it overcomes the trade-off between DL SINR641

and signalling overhead shown by the CHO procedure.642

• Exploits the predictability of the satellites mobility. NR643

measurement events are modified to exploit the deter-644

ministic movement of LEO satellites by using the dis-645

tances between UE and ground centre of the cells.646

• UE’s radio measurements are still relevant. The proce-647

dure still relies on UE’s radio measurements to detect648

the appropriate instant to handover towards the target649

cell. This may also account as a limitation due to UE’s650

measurement error introduced in Section II-B.651

• Additional control signalling. This procedure relies on652

the location information reported by the NW. It also653

involves additional signalling between UE and NW to654

configure distance measurements in addition to config-655

uration and reporting of UE’s radio measurements.656

C. ANTENNA GAIN-BASED HO657

As pointed above, specifications of the NR HO procedures658

can be enhanced by exploiting the predictability of the satel-659

lites movement. Initial steps were taken in [15], with a HO660

procedure that involves additional signalling between UE661

and NW to acquire cells centre and configure distance mea-662

surements. However, the procedure still relies on UE’s radio663

measurements.664

The usefulness of UE’s radio measurements depends on665

UE’s measurement accuracy. Section II-B highlights that666

the non-negligible measurement error, together with the low667

RSRP variation (see Table 1), can bring the UE to access the668

sub-optimal target cell. To overcome this issue, we present a669

novel fully NW-controlled HO solution that utilizes the AG670

of the satellite beams to bypass the UE’s radio measurements671

FIGURE 7. Geometry of the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) procedure.

and the effect of the measurement error. This approach is 672

designed for intra-satellite mobility and aims to enhance 673

the UE’s mobility performance, while reducing the UE-NW 674

signalling. 675

The motivation behind using the AGHO procedure stems 676

from the fact that intra-satellite mobility represents a particu- 677

lar scenario where radio propagation conditions - i.e., line- 678

of-sight, path loss and shadow fading - are assumed fully 679

correlated between adjacent cells due to cells being radiated 680

from the same satellite. This might result in a predictable 681

scenario where signal conditions are static between satellite 682

beams belonging to the same satellite. The full correlation 683

of the radio propagation conditions together with the known 684

movement of the cells enables a new space for novel HO 685

solutions where the UE does not need to rely on radio mea- 686

surements to reliably move among intra-satellite cells. 687

In the proposed approach, the NW is responsible for esti- 688

mating the cells radio coverage based on the AG patterns 689

of the satellite beams. Once an estimated target cell’s AG 690

becomes better than the serving cell’s AG, the NW prepares 691

that target cell and it sends a HO command to the UE. It is 692

assumed that the NW knows the satellite ephemeris and the 693

UE’s location. In addition, the NW has knowledge of the 694

antenna radiation pattern and the pointing vectors of the satel- 695

lite beams. The AG of a satellite beam is calculated following 696

the technical report [4], which defines the AG pattern of a 697

typical reflector antenna with circular aperture. 698

The main elements of the AGHO procedure are described 699

as follows, while Fig. 7 supports the explanation. We define 700

G(t) as the AG of a satellite beam, in dBi, at time t . The 701

position vector of the satellite, relative to the Earth, is defined 702

as ES(t). The direction vector between satellite’s location and 703

UE’s location is denoted as ESU (t). The angle α refers to the 704

angle measured from the bore-sight of a satellite beam’s AG 705

to the vector ESU (t). 706

Given the serving satellite beam S and the target satellite 707

beam T , the NW estimates gains GS (t) and GT (t) at time t 708
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FIGURE 8. Operational steps of the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO)
procedure.

based on the known AG patterns and the angle α measured709

for satellite beams S and T , i.e. αS and αT , respectively.710

The proposed procedure operates estimatingGS (t) andGT (t)711

at future instants t1, t2. These estimations require predicting712

future positions of the satellite along the orbit. Note that713

the estimations of ES(t1) and ES(t2) are conducted using linear714

regression from past instants, however, this could be done715

using orbit propagators or any other estimator.716

As shown in Fig. 8, once GS (t) and GT (t) are estimated717

at instants t1, t2, the NW evaluates two conditions to carry718

out the HO decision. The first condition, in (7) , is to detect719

when target cell’s AG becomes better than serving cell’s AG.720

The second condition (8) is introduced to avoid undesired721

handovers by predicting the target cell’s AG at t2, i.e. GT (t2),722

and identify whether GT (t2) increases or decreases. If both723

conditions are fulfilled, the NW, through serving cell S, sends724

the HO command to the UE with instructions to initiate the725

access towards target cell T .726

GS (t1) < GT (t1) [dBi] (7)727

GT (t1) < GT (t2) [dBi] (8)728

The key points of the AGHO procedure are the following:729

• Intra-satellite mobility without UE’s radio measure-730

ments. The procedure bypasses the non-negligible UE’s731

radio measurement error and captures the crossover732

point among serving cell’s AG and target cells’ AG.733

Based on dual time domain, it avoids short stays in a734

cell and reduces UHOs events.735

• Reduced control signalling. Reporting of UE’s radio736

measurements can be reduced or avoided. This is impor-737

tant for satellites with a large number of cells; handling738

a heavy signalling load might require high-processing739

TABLE 2. Summary of the HO procedures evaluated in this work.

capabilities which added to a high HO frequency can 740

compromise the UE’s mobility performance. 741

• Fully NW-controlled HO procedure. Even though the 742

NW still requires the reporting of the UE’s location, 743

the HO process is no longer assisted with UE’s radio 744

measurements. This might lead to a sub-optimal func- 745

tioning in scenarios with abrupt changes of the radio 746

propagation conditions. 747

• Only for intra-satellite mobility. The proposed solution 748

is valid to handover among cells from the same satel- 749

lite. However, it requires a different HO solution for 750

inter-satellite mobility where radio propagation condi- 751

tions are more likely to change from one cell to the next 752

one. 753

D. SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSED HO PROCEDURES 754

This section has described state-of-the-art HO enhancements 755

to improve the UE’s mobility performance of the BHO proce- 756

dure. Table 7 summarizes the key aspects of the studied HO 757

procedures. The first HO enhancement - i.e. CHO - refers to a 758

mobility procedure fully based on UE’s radio measurements 759

which decouples HO preparation and HO execution phases, 760

enabling an earlier HO initiation. Furthermore, it is part of 761

the 5G NR standard since Release-16. The LCHO solution, 762

published in [15], is built on the basis of the NR HO proce- 763

dures and it modifies the NR measurement events to include 764

location information of the UE and the centres of the cells. 765

It requires minimum changes in the 5GNR specifications and 766

it can be considered a hybrid HO solution since it combines 767

UE’s radio measurements and location data. The UE needs 768

GNSS capabilities and knowledge of the cells movement, 769

requiring additional control signalling. Finally, the third HO 770

enhancement - i.e. the AGHO - exploits the predictability of 771

intra-satellite scenarios as well as avoids the non-negligible 772

UE’s radio measurement error. The HO is triggered based 773

on geometrical estimations considering that UE’s mobility is 774

negligible with regard to the movement of the satellite and 775

that the satellite’s trajectory is known by the NW. In this way, 776

the NWdoes not need the radiomeasurements reported by the 777

UE to make the HO decision, which reduces the HO control 778

signalling. 779

The NR HO procedures, that only use UE’s radio mea- 780

surements, might feature sub-optimal mobility performance. 781
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TABLE 3. System-level simulation assumptions.

Such limitation can be addressed by exploiting the deter-782

ministic movement of LEO satellites either by combining783

radio measurements and location information or by enabling784

a clever NW, that detects the correct time to handover to the785

appropriate target cell.786

IV. SYSTEM-LEVEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION787

This section presents the mobility evaluation through788

system-level simulations of the HO enhancements detailed in789

Section III. First, the system-level simulation methodology is790

explained including modelling assumptions, satellite details791

and 5G NR settings. Then, the definition of the KPIs and the792

mobility performance results are given. The section closes793

with a discussion of the main findings.794

A. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY795

Table 3 contains the main assumptions used to carry out the796

system-level simulations. Fig. 9 depicts the simulated EMC797

scenario: a constellation of 7 LEO satellites with on-board798

gNB capabilities enabling 5G NR access to 20 users on799

the ground. Every satellite enables 19 NR cells through800

FIGURE 9. Simulation scenario: 20 static UEs are served by 7 LEO
satellites operating with Earth-moving cells. Beams with the same colour
belong to the same satellite. Sizes of UEs, satellites and beams footprint
are not to scale.

19 satellite beams, distributed on the ground in 3 concentric 801

tiers. The antenna of a satellite beam provides a ground 802

coverage diameter of 50 km. Cells on the ground show an 803

approximately ISD of 43.3 km. Satellite radio specifics are 804

set following the assumptions in [5]. The users are static and 805

uniformly distributed within an area of 110 km×35 km. Since 806

the AGHO procedure is meant for intra-satellite mobility, the 807

users area and the simulation time (i.e. 18 s) are specifically 808

configured to target intra-satellite mobility events (see Fig. 9). 809

The UE’s measurement error follows a normal distribution. 810

Radio measurements are filtered by the UE at layer 1 and 811

layer 3 according to [17]. 25% of the available physical 812

resource blocks (PRBs) per cell are artificially loaded to 813

generate uniform DL interference. Further details of the sim- 814

ulation set-up can be found in [15]. 815

Large-scale variations of the radio propagation conditions 816

are modelled using the time-correlated radio propagation 817

model reported in [22], which was designed considering the 818

realistic changes of the propagation conditions in LEO-to- 819

Ground links. Fast fading is not configured because it is 820

assumed that the impact of fast fading is averaged out byUE’s 821

filtering. 822

The system-level simulation results are obtained with a 823

Nokia proprietary simulation tool that models PHY and 824

MAC layers according to NR specifications. The simulation 825

tool offers realistic mobility analysis and it has been used 826

in 3GPP standardization activities, e.g. [23], and research 827

works, e.g. [24]. The simulation methodology follows a 828

Monte Carlo approach [25]. The simulation procedure is 829

repeated 1000 times using each time a different random seed 830

and the simulation results are combined. The users distribu- 831

tion varies each simulation run with this methodology. Note 832

that this is an important factor since the goal of this paper is 833

to analyze UE’s mobility performance and, therefore, a large 834

number of mobility events is required. 835

B. CONFIGURATION OF THE HO SOLUTIONS 836

Each of the HO procedures is set with its optimal configura- 837

tion. Table 4 contains the key HO parameters used to assess 838
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TABLE 4. Configured HO control parameters for the evaluated HO
solutions in this work.

the HO solutions. The BHO and the CHO procedures are set839

with a HOM and a TTT equal to 0 dB and 0ms, respectively.840

These values optimize the DL SINR, according to [14]. It is841

worth mentioning that the modelling of the CHO assumes842

that the CHO preparation phase is executed free of failures843

since it takes place when the serving cell radio link is reliable844

and no outages are expected. Furthermore, the system-level845

simulator considers any cell as a potential target cell, which846

means that CHO is executed without applying any filtering at847

NW side. More details are found in [14].848

Regarding the LCHO procedure, the optimal configuration849

corresponds to the CHO set with the penalty scheme of the850

LHT event, i.e. 9S,T = 0 dB and 2P = 106 dB. The thresh-851

olds in (6) are set to γS = 21 km and γT = 30 km. The values852

were chosen considering that the ISD/2 is 21.65 km and the853

cell radius is approximately 25 km. The AGHO procedure is854

configured with t1 = 0.3 s and t2 = 1.3 s. At least 1 s of guard855

time is set between t1 and t2 to avoid UHO events and ensure856

that the target cell can provide sufficient time of coverage.857

C. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS858

The following statistics were collected for this study:859

• Radio link failures provide important information to860

evaluate the robustness and reliability of the radio link. A861

UE declares a RLF when the serving cell signal quality862

drops below a threshold Qout during T310 time length.863

Further details of the RLF mechanism can be found864

in [17], [23] and [21].865

• Unnecessary Handovers and Ping-pongs. An UHO866

event is declared when a user stays connected in a cell867

for less than a certain period, e.g. 1 s. As a subset of868

UHOs, ping-pong (PP) events are declared when a user869

handovers from cell A to cell B and handovers back to870

cell A within a certain time, e.g. 1 s.871

• Geometric downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise872

ratio, in this article denoted as DL SINR, determines the873

quality of the received signal. This metric compares the874

signal strength that the user measures from the serving875

cell against the sum of interference power from the876

neighbouring cells and noise.877

• Time-of-staymetric is defined as the time that a UE stays878

connected in a serving cell. It is relevant to assess the879

HO rate and the signalling overhead. The report [23] 880

formally defines the ToS as the duration in cell A from 881

when the UE sends a HO complete message to cell A to 882

when the UE sends a HO complete message to another 883

cell. 884

D. MOBILITY PERFORMANCE RESULTS 885

In this section we present the mobility performance of the 886

BHO, the CHO, the LCHO and the AGHO solutions, which 887

are tested for users in rural and urban scenarios. We also 888

include the optimal HO as a reference of the best achiev- 889

able performance. This optimal HO optimizes the DL SINR 890

considering that the UE always receives the HO command 891

and access the target cell with best DL SINR, at the optimal 892

instant when target cell radio link quality becomes better 893

than the serving cell radio link quality. There is no impact 894

of the UE’s measurement error on the optimal HO, control 895

signalling propagation delays are correctly compensated and 896

the random access procedure is executed without failures at 897

the optimal time. 898

The results are organized as follows. First, themobility per- 899

formance is evaluated in terms of RLF rate. A high RLF rate 900

indicates UEs experiencing long interruption periods and low 901

DL SINR. Second, the UHO and PP rates provide a picture 902

of the HO signalling overhead and the excess of measurement 903

reporting. Some UEs could avoid RLFs but experience high 904

rates of UHO/PP, which turns into an unnecessary use of 905

resources and reduces the exchange of UE’s data. Third, the 906

DL SINR shows the result of the RLF performance. A con- 907

sequence of reducing RLFs is the improvement of the radio 908

link quality and, therefore, the DL SINR. Fourth, the ToS 909

accounts for the time that a UE stays connected to the same 910

cell. The goal is to minimize UHO and PP rates to maximise 911

the ToS. Finally, we provide theUE-cell centre distance at HO 912

completion time to show how close to the cell edge the UE 913

completes the HO. Note that this metric does not distinguish 914

among desired HO events and UHO events. 915

The RLF performance of users in rural and urban scenarios 916

is depicted in Fig. 10. For the rural case, the three analysed 917

HO enhancements are capable of eliminating the RLFs. For 918

the urban case, the CHO is the only procedure able to keep 919

the RLF rate close to zero. Nonetheless, the LCHO and the 920

AGHO solutions present a rate of 0.1 operations/UE/min. 921

The small difference is explained by the fact that CHO purely 922

relies on UE’s radio measurements and can react effectively 923

to a channel state transition from line-of-sight (LOS) to non 924

line-of-sight (NLOS). In contrast, LCHO and AGHO rely on 925

geometric estimations that overlook the variations of the radio 926

propagation conditions. 927

Fig. 11 provides the UHO rate and the PP rate. Similarly 928

to the results in [14], the CHO procedure increases more than 929

70% the UHO and PP rates, which results in a growth of 930

the measurement reporting and the HO control signalling. 931

The use of UE’s location and satellite’s pointing information 932

prove to eliminate UHO events as observed for the LCHO and 933
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FIGURE 10. Radio link failure (RLF) rates when using the baseline HO
(BHO), the conditional HO (CHO), the location-based CHO (LCHO) and the
antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) for users in rural and urban
environments.

FIGURE 11. Unnecessary HO (UHO) and ping-pong (PP) rates when using
the baseline HO (BHO), the conditional HO (CHO), the location-based
CHO (LCHO) and the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) for users in rural
and urban environments.

the AGHO cases. No relevant differences are observed for the934

different HO procedures under rural and urban conditions.935

Fig. 12 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF)936

of the DL SINR corresponding to the analysed HO proce-937

dures in rural and urban scenarios. All the HO procedures938

present higher DL SINR values in rural conditions. As indi-939

cated in [26], in a rural scenario the likelihood of experi-940

encing LOS conditions is higher as compared with an urban941

environment, where high-rise buildings might shadow users942

at higher elevation angles increasing the radio propagation943

losses. The optimal HO provides the upper-bound reference944

for both scenarios. For the rural case, where UEs are under945

almost-static LOS conditions, the AGHO shows the closest946

performance to the optimal, followed by the LCHO and the947

CHO procedures, respectively. This underlines the benefit of948

using alternative HO triggering criteria especially when radio949

FIGURE 12. CDF of the downlink signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(DL SINR) when the optimal HO, the baseline HO (BHO), the conditional
HO (CHO), the location-based CHO (LCHO) and the antenna gain-based
HO (AGHO) are used. Solid lines represent the performance for users in a
rural environment and dotted lines refer to an urban environment.

conditions are fully-correlated among cells. Note that when 950

urban conditions apply, in terms of DL SINR the CHO is the 951

procedure showing a better robustness against varying LOS 952

conditions. 953

Without loss of generality, the following performance 954

results are shown only for the rural case. In Fig. 13, the 955

CDF of the ToS is presented. LCHO and AGHO solutions 956

achieve similar performance as compared with the optimal 957

HO. As seen above, these two procedures are able to filter 958

out UHO events, whichmaximises the ToS in the serving cell. 959

Following this reasoning, when using the BHO and the CHO 960

procedures, both with high UHO and PP rates, around 60% 961

of the stays in a cell are below 3 s. Note that the optimal HO 962

shows a ToS performance that falls within a range between 963

3 s and 7 s, approximately. This provides a magnitude of the 964

HO frequency problem in the reference scenario; even using 965

a flawless HO procedure, a UE executes a HO every 3-7 s. 966

Finally, Fig. 14 shows the CDF of the distance between the 967

UE and the serving cell’s centre at HO completion. The figure 968

includes, in light grey, the overlapping area among cells that 969

ranges from at least ISD/2 - i.e. 21.65 km - to the cell radius - 970

i.e. 25 km. These results do not consider neither the impact 971

of radio impairments such as the UE’s measurement error nor 972

the access to an undesired target cell. However, they provide a 973

concise overview of where the HO takes place in the cell. The 974

optimal HO shows that the benchmark distance ranges from 975

20.5 km to 24 km. The AGHO procedure follows a similar 976

trend to the optimal but around 2 km before. Note that this 977

can be explained since this procedure initiates the HO based 978

on predictions at future times t1 and t2 (see Section III-C). 979

This suggests that the AGHOmay be triggered shortly before 980

the optimal time. For this evaluation, t1 is equal to 0.3 s. 981

Considering that the satellites moves at a speed of 7.8 km/s, 982

this translates into a shift on the ground of 2.34 km, which 983
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FIGURE 13. CDF of the time-of-stay (ToS) when the optimal HO, the
baseline HO (BHO), the conditional HO (CHO), the location-based CHO
(LCHO) and the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) are used in a rural
environment.

FIGURE 14. CDF of the distance UE-serving cell centre at HO completion
time when the optimal HO, the baseline HO (BHO), the conditional HO
(CHO), the location-based CHO (LCHO) and the antenna gain-based HO
(AGHO) are used in a rural environment.

fits with the observed in Fig. 14. It is also worth highlighting984

the difference among purely measurement-based procedures985

and geometry-based procedures, likely due to the combined986

impact of the UE’s measurement error and the low RSRP dif-987

ference between cell centre and cell edge (i.e. approximately988

3 dB). The BHO and the CHO show 20% of the HO events989

occurring at distances between 15 km and 20.5 km, which990

can be linked to the high amount of UHO/PP events seen in991

Fig. 11.992

E. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS993

Results shown above were obtained following the 3GPP994

specifications in [5], which contains realistic assumptions995

for system-level simulations with non-terrestrial systems.996

Despite the 3GPP reported the importance of using location-997

based HO triggering criteria, none of these assumptions con-998

sidered inaccuracies in the location neither from the UEs nor999

the satellites. This section further analyses the robustness of 1000

those HO solutions that exploit location data. We investigate 1001

the impact of errors that could deteriorate the accuracy of the 1002

location data and degrade the UE’s mobility performance. 1003

Apart from UE’s radio measurements, the LCHO proce- 1004

dure uses the UE’s location, the satellite’s position and the 1005

steering angles of the beams to estimate the centre of the cells. 1006

On the other hand, the AGHO solution also exploits UE’s 1007

location and satellite’s attitude besides the antenna radiation 1008

pattern of the satellite beams (see Section III). Similarly 1009

as with radio measurements, these data sources could have 1010

associated a certain error that may alter the performance of 1011

the HO solutions. 1012

To study the sensitivity of these error sources, a nor- 1013

mally distributed error is introduced in the UE’s location, the 1014

satellite’s pointing accuracy and the satellite beam’s antenna 1015

radiation. These errors are time-invariant and differ among 1016

UEs, satellites and satellite beams, respectively. We conduct 1017

1000 simulations varying the pseudo-random seed to ensure 1018

a sufficiently large number of samples. The outputs from all 1019

the realizations are later combined following a Monte Carlo 1020

approach to obtain statistically reliable results. 1021

Five cases per HO procedure are considered to study the 1022

individual and the overall impact of these errors. The first case 1023

is the benchmark where no errors are considered. Second, 1024

we introduce a UE’s location error with a σ of 150m. The 1025

3GPP required in [27] a nominal positioning accuracy of 30m 1026

in ideal conditions. The value for this study is set according 1027

to a worst case scenario where UEs do not feature GNSS 1028

coverage or the location is outdated due to, for example, 1029

UE’s mobility. The third case covers a satellite’s pointing 1030

inaccuracy of 0.35◦ (σ ). This error translates into a shift of 1031

3 km on the ground. The value is selected according to [28], 1032

which provides details of the Iridium’s attitude, control and 1033

determination system. It is a low-accuracy case scenario since 1034

current attitude systems of LEO satellites feature more pre- 1035

cise pointing control accuracy [2]. Fourth, an error in the 1036

antenna’s radiation is introduced where the σ is equal to 1037

0.5 dB. We set a value higher than what can be found in the 1038

literature, e.g. [29]. Finally, the fifth case shows the impact of 1039

all the aforementioned errors combined. 1040

Table 5 presents a summary of the main findings. There are 1041

minor differences in terms of DL SINR and HO distance but, 1042

overall, no relevant impact can be observed on the mobility 1043

performance, regardless of the HO procedure or the error. It is 1044

worth underlining that only the rural environment was taken 1045

into account for this part of the investigation. 1046

F. UE’s MOBILITY 1047

Mobility performance has been typically impacted by UE’s 1048

mobility in TNs [24]. Users have different speeds which can 1049

impact RSRP, communication latency and HO rate as they 1050

move. Despite the 5G specifications support UE speeds up 1051

to 500 km/h [30], in LEO satellite networks the mobility 1052

performance is dominated by satellites movement since they 1053

move much faster, i.e. 28 000 km/h. 1054
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TABLE 5. Summary of the impact of the satellite beam’s antenna radiation error, the UE’s location error and the satellite’s control pointing error in a rural
environment.

TABLE 6. Impact of the UE’s mobility in terms of radio link failures (RLFs)
and unnecessary HO (UHOs) when using the location-based CHO (LCHO)
and the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) procedures.

We validate this assumption by analysing the mobility1055

performance of users at 3, 30 and 500 km/h in a rural envi-1056

ronment using the LCHO and the AGHO procedures. The1057

RLF and the UHO rates, for the mentioned UE speeds and1058

HO procedures, are provided in Table 6. The system-level1059

simulation results confirm that UE’s mobility has no relevant1060

impact on the UE’s mobility performance.1061

G. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION1062

Using extensive system-level simulations, this section has1063

presented and analysed the UE’s mobility performance of the1064

BHO, the CHO, the LCHO and the novel AGHO solutions1065

for EMC-based 5G LEO satellite networks. Furthermore,1066

this paper contributes with a mobility analysis that considers1067

UEs under rural and urban radio propagation conditions. The1068

system-level simulation results support that measurement-1069

based HO procedures require location information such1070

as exploiting the known satellite trajectory and the UE’s1071

location.1072

Table 7 provides a summary of the main findings of this1073

investigation. It is clear that LCHO and AGHO are the HO1074

procedures achieving a mobility performance closer to the1075

optimal. This underlines the relevance of using location data1076

to select the appropriate target cell to handover to. Both1077

solutions show similar performance in all the analysed KPIs.1078

There are small differences in the distance UE-serving cell1079

centre and the signalling load. The later intends to capture 1080

the measurement reporting and HO signalling load and is 1081

estimated considering the required signalling steps, the NR 1082

A3 event rate and the successful HO rate. Despite the AGHO 1083

shows the same signalling load as the optimal and a 25% 1084

decrease as compared with the LCHO procedure, we consider 1085

the LCHO procedure a more suitable HO solution. This HO 1086

solution has a minimum impact on the 5G NR specifications, 1087

allows the UE to evaluate radio signal conditions and exploits 1088

the predictability of the satellites movement. Even though the 1089

AGHO has the advantage to avoid UE’s radio measurements, 1090

the procedure is designed for intra-satellite mobility with 1091

continuous LOS conditions. The LCHO procedure can be 1092

used in intra-satellite and inter-satellite mobility and it is a 1093

more robust HO solution in scenarios characterized by abrupt 1094

RSRP changes, e.g. LOS to NLOS conditions. 1095

As in TN, the environment surrounding the UE plays a part 1096

on the UE’s mobility performance and the user experience. 1097

A UE in a rural environment with sparse and low clutter is 1098

likely to experience LOS conditions for longer periods since 1099

the probability of NLOS increases just for the lower elevation 1100

angles. On the other hand, urban scenarios are characterized 1101

by tall buildings, street canyons and, in essence, a shorter 1102

range of elevation angles with LOS conditions. Thus, it is 1103

important to evaluate the UE’s mobility performance in rural 1104

and urban conditions to support the development of 5G LEO 1105

satellite networks. This article has contributed with novel 1106

system-level simulation results for users in rural and urban 1107

environments. With the simulation methodology used, there 1108

are no relevant differences in the results between both sce- 1109

narios. This could be explained since the UE experiences a 1110

short range of elevation angles, i.e. from 79◦ to 101◦. The 1111

used cell diameter, i.e. 50 km, combined with a low number 1112

of cells per satellite, i.e. 19, results in a satellite coverage with 1113

an approximate radius of 112 km. Considering that satellite 1114

altitude is 600 km, a UE at the edge of the satellite coverage 1115

will see a minimum elevation angle of 79.4◦. 1116

Despite the limited mobility performance differences com- 1117

paring rural and urban environments, the magnitude of the 1118

mobility challenges is satellite deployment dependent. This 1119

means that the limitations of the HO procedures used in NTN 1120
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TABLE 7. Summary of the UE’s mobility performance in rural and urban scenarios when using the baseline HO (BHO), the conditional HO (CHO), the
location-based CHO (LCHO) and the antenna gain-based HO (AGHO) procedures. The optimal HO is included as the upper-bound performance.

will change based on cell size, constellation configuration or1121

steerability of the satellite antennas. For instance, the scenario1122

simulated in this paper consider a LEO satellite formation,1123

distributed in 3 polar orbits, near the equator. As satellites1124

move to larger latitudes, e.g. near polar regions, LEO satel-1125

lites will be closer to each other due to orbital propagation,1126

which might result in more frequent HO events and higher1127

inter-satellite interference. Thus, the UE’s mobility perfor-1128

mance can vary depending on the UE’s location and the1129

satellite formation, e.g. inclination of the satellite orbits.1130

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH1131

This article has provided a realistic system-level simula-1132

tion analysis of the UE’s mobility performance when using1133

state-of-the-art handover solutions for 5G-based low-Earth1134

orbit satellite networks. The study aims to support the1135

development of non-terrestrial networks, thus, the simula-1136

tion methodology follows 3GPP specifications and considers1137

low-Earth orbit satellites with on-board gNB capabilities1138

and Earth-moving cells. The baseline 5G NR handover,1139

the 5G NR conditional handover, the location-based condi-1140

tional handover and the novel antenna gain-based handover1141

have been analyzed considering users in rural and urban1142

environments. The antenna gain-based handover, which is1143

a fully network-controlled handover procedure for intra-1144

satellite mobility, exploits the known satellite’s trajectory1145

and the UE’s location to avoid UE’s radio measurements1146

and, therefore, bypass the non-negligible impact of the UE’s1147

measurement error. The system-level simulation results indi-1148

cated that the location-based conditional handover and the1149

antenna gain-based handover achieved the best mobility per-1150

formance, regardless of the user environment. Both proce-1151

dures enhanced the handover triggering and the handover1152

decision by eliminating radio link failures, unnecessary han-1153

dovers, ping-pongs and, consequently, presented a downlink1154

signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio and a time-of-stay in a1155

cell close to the optimal. Thus, the use of UE’s location and1156

satellite’s movement information enhances the UE’s mobility1157

performance as compared with measurement-based handover1158

procedures. Finally, we have presented a sensitivity analysis1159

addressing UE-specific and satellite-specific errors that could1160

impact the mobility performance. The system-level simula- 1161

tion results demonstrated that the location-based conditional 1162

handover and the antenna gain-based handover are robust 1163

against UE’s location error, satellite’s pointing error and satel- 1164

lite antenna’s radiation error. 1165

For future research directions in the field of handover 1166

procedures for low-Earth orbit satellite networks, it is worth 1167

investigating the performance of inter-satellite mobility pro- 1168

cedures that, while exploiting the deterministic movement of 1169

these satellites, are also able to seamlessly react to abrupt 1170

changes of the received signal power due to variations of 1171

the line-of-sight conditions. Furthermore, future work should 1172

also involve the study of the proposed handover solutions 1173

under different satellite configurations such as Earth-fixed 1174

cells. The vision for future research in handover solutions 1175

should focus on developing versatile procedures able to 1176

provide robust service continuity regardless of UE’s radio 1177

capabilities, constellation deployment and satellite payload 1178

characteristics. 1179
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